
VOX TURBO – QUESTIONS AND ANSWER 

 

While the dropdown rate is a must-have feature, I have also seen it become the source of some 
new problems. The most significant of these problems are punctuation and numbers related. 
With punctuation, I see the speech engine return a mix of three potential options: word/symbol 
combination, symbol by itself, or symbol with pronunciation. For example, a period coming 
from Dragon and shown in the note file could be: 

•        word. 

•        . 

•        .-period 

Because there is more variety, there are more potential situations of the speech not matching the 
Eclipse dictionary entry. For the most part, it’s been an easy fix because I can have the symbol or 
the symbol with pronunciation equal the same syntax. However, the word and symbol 
combination is more challenging because I can’t put every word from the Dragon vocabulary 
into a dictionary with punctuation attached to it. Also, the period and question marks are capping 
the next word, which plays havoc on dictionaries. If I have a speeco or speeone created but 
Dragon is capping them to be Speeco or Speeone, those no long match my dictionary entry.  

  

I’ve resolved this by changing the properties of punctuation within the Dragon vocabulary so that 
ending punctuation no longer changes the casing for the next word. I have not tested this yet, but 
I anticipate if I change the rule for deleting spaces before the ending punctuation, I may also get 
the . or ? to be a stand-alone character, thus allowing Eclipse the ability to format it correctly. 
These manual corrections will hopefully resolve all my punctuation troubles, but I wanted to 
bring them to your attention in case there’s anything that could be included in the installation of 
Turbo that would make these adjustments for the user.  

  

In following up to that, I only noticed the word and punctuation coming out combined when I 
was in the midst of a long dictation without pausing. Since I usually pause after a sentence ends, 
Dragon can dump the text as normal and Eclipse handles it just fine. But if I am dictation for a 
longer duration and Eclipse is forced to pull the text in before Dragon is letting go of it, then I 
see the occurrences of “word.” or “word?”.  

  

Punctuation seems easy to resolve, but I’m much more concerned about number formatting. 
Depending on when it occurs, “25 years” occasionally comes out as “25 years,” “205 years,” or 



“255 years.” This comes from Dragon sometimes writing “25,” “20 five,” or “25 five.” I also 
saw a lot of inconsistency with 1.65 million. I got everything from 1.60 5 million, 1.60 million 5 
million, 1.60,000,0000 5 million, or any number of other combinations. On a live program, I 
can’t risk the numbers being unreliable. I’ve tried checking/unchecking some number formatting 
options. I’ve also tried several  settings of “follow behind recognition” and “allow deletion and 
rewriting.” No matter what I tried, I could not get consistent results with numbers that allowed 
me to ignore forced pauses in my dictation. Number formatting is my biggest concern before 
using Turbo on live programming. 

 
It's possible that the Dragon Auto-formatting options are affecting all of the above, especially the 
numbers. Those options are not currently accessible with the version they have, but are 
implemented in the 7.0.0.2 update. We'll send them an update shortly. They should try that out 
and then report back if any of the above items still happen. 
 
 
 

  

Some other notes I have about Turbo –  

               I’ve been experimenting with some settings, but do you have any recommendations for 
default or definite things I shouldn’t be changing? Specifically, what do you recommend the 
follow behind recognition or allow deletion and rewriting settings to be? Within the Dragon 
settings, do you have a recommended placement of the accuracy vs speed slider? 

 
Personally, I'd go all the way in the direction of speed. Boosting the accuracy mostly makes 
Dragon go back and re-think things it already guessed at, and at this point, Eclipse is grabbing 
the guesses way before the accuracy boost has a chance to go back and fix it. 
 
With captioning, the "allow deletion and rewriting" should be set very small. However, I would 
recommend against setting it to zero. Eclipse will generally hold one word in the buffer waiting 
for the next one, meaning that it's safe to delete. However, more than that and you're going to be 
running into the "allow backspaces" in closed captioning generally being turned off. You don't 
want to visibly delete words on the screen that the viewers are watching. For that reason, 
captioners generally have that set to no more than 1. 
 
Conversely, the "follow behind" setting becomes critically important for captioners. If Dragon 
hears "it was the can a worms we didn't want to open" and it takes until the word "didn't" before 
it realizes that it should be "can OF worms" you want Dragon to be able to fix it. If it can't use 
the deletion and re-writing feature, the only way to fix it is to allow Eclipse to follow behind 
Dragon by a few words so that it can be fixed before it goes out the first time. That said, if you 
follow behind too far, you lose the benefit of the fast realtime.  
 



Since Dragon does most of its fixes within a small number of words, I think you can also get 
away with a fairly small number here, such as 3-5. At 1, it still works reasonably, but I would 
never set it to zero, either, because Dragon very frequently changes its mind about the very last 
word when the next word appears. The farther back you go, the less likely it is to change its 
mind, so there's a law of diminishing returns with regard to increasing that number to gain 
accuracy. 
 
Court reporters can afford to have these items set much differently, usually considerably larger, 
but captioners really have to have the text come out fast and appear in final form the first time 
they're transmitted, so you have to really push the envelope with these settings. 
 
 
 

               What effect does Key/voice duplex offset have? 

 
None at all if you're not using the keyboard/voice duplexing. This is a feature in which special 
keystroke macros can be used to interleave keyboarding with voice. These are NOT editing 
commands. This is a way to hit keys that are synchronized with your voice and will stream into 
the translation as though you dictated them. It's especially useful for keyboarding in punctuation, 
speakers, etc., so that you can save your voice for just dictating the content of what people say 
instead of having to dictate all of the formatting as well. Many users have asked about mixing 
keyboarding and voice, and I've provided this feature, but almost no one has picked up the ball 
and actually tried it since it does require a bit of re-training of the mental process of voicewriting. 
I still think it has huge promise, but someone's going to have to actually try it and prove it works 
(other than me.) Anyway, the duplex offset adjusts for minor timing differences between when 
you hit the key and when you say the word. Some people tend to lag their keystrokes behind 
their voice; others tend to rush the keystrokes. This adjusts for those individual habits. 
 
 
 

The note about punctuation coming out in various forms also applies to a/a-determiner 
and I/I-pronoun. Most often these would be followed in the notes bar by a couple asterisks 
(delete strokes) that would change an “a” to an “a-determiner” or an “I” to an “I-pronoun.” Since 
it didn’t make much difference to the output, I dropped my allow deletion and rewriting setting 
to 0 to prevent this constant writing and deleting activity. Is there any harm in doing that? 

 
I would say don't drop that below 1. 
 
 
 



Timecodes for words being pulled from Dragon before Dragon gives them to Eclipse 
were tagged as 00:00:00:00. My document would contain timecodes that would bounce back and 
forth from the actual timecode to a series of 0s. 

 
Check the "use realtime timecodes" box in the speech settings. 
 
 
 

Rarely I got an occurrence of words doubling up, for instance I said “I still kind of…” but 
it resulted in “I still kind kind of…” In looking at the notes file, the word “kind” was listed twice, 
once with the timecode 00:00:00:00, the second listed with the timecode 01:34:06:16. Audio 
only had “kind” dictated once. 

 
I think the doubling word is unrelated to the timecode; let's see what happens after you adjust the 
"allow deletion" and "follow behind" settings. Using zero is really pushing it, especially with 
allow backspaces turned off, because any attempt by Dragon to fix something is going to be 
rejected and could possibly result in a duplicate when the new word comes in and the old one is 
still there (even if the words are the same; Dragon sometimes registers a change that isn't really a 
change.) 
 
 
 

When doing globals, the audio is often pulling in partial utterances from the previous or 
next word. This was happening prior to Turbo, but has not been improved any.  

 
The use realtime timecodes option should improve that. If it's already on, well, there's not much 
more that can be done. 
 
 
 

More alarming, if a correction is made (on a commercial break for example) and then 
dictation continues, audio sync gets thrown way off. In some testing I was able to see what 
happened in that scenario was when I continued dictating after correcting, my Dragon recording 
began overriding the recording from the point of the global. So if, for instance, I dictated, edited 
something at the beginning, then dictated again, listening to my voice at the start of the file 
would match up until the spot of the global, then my audio would jump ahead to the start of my 
second dictation, even though we were still on maybe the second sentence of my transcription. 
Essentially the recording continued from my global rather than the end of my transcription, so 
any globals I attempt to make after my second segment of dictating doesn’t have the correct, or 



perhaps any, audio aligned with it. The text itself isn’t affected, but the recording is completely 
off track. This too I think was an issue pre-Turbo but has not been resolved. 

 
Making corrections in a dictation and then continuing to write will cause known issues in 
Dragon's own synchronization. Even Dragon Pad sees sync errors when you do this in the retail 
version. 
 
If you're using the audio to cross-check, one thing you should consider is using the new multi-
channel audio recording in Eclipse to record a voice track separately from Dragon. Eclipse's 
voice track is always synchronized well regardless of what Dragon is doing, and you can record 
the voice track in Eclipse without interfering with Dragon's ability to use the same microphone 
for speech recognition. 
 
Making the voice corrections and applying them to the speech engine is actually less important 
than you might think. If you want to train new words, you can do that through the train word 
function rather than the correction mechanism. If you want to fix an error, you can do that 
without applying a speech correction. Instead, after fully fixing a document, when you run the 
"analyze documents" function on it, that provides nearly as much information as an in-place 
correction, because the context and frequency information is actually more important than 
adjustments to the acoustic model; acoustic adjustments made by the correction mechanism often 
make the accuracy worse, not better, due to variations in your voice which often should not be 
made part of the voice model permanently. 
 
 
 

  

Some notes regarding Eclipse version 7 (May be issues carried over from previous versions) –  

               When in caps lock, any time I press a hyperkey for blank, pass or block, it turns caps 
lock off. If I’m working with a script that needs to be in all caps, it can be confusing when the 
caps lock is automatically reverted back to off any time I send a blank, pass or block command 
to the encoder. 

 
Interesting. Previous versions didn't do that? The macro system is intentionally making sure that 
the Ctrl, Alt and Shift keys are not pressed; it must be doing the same thing with the caps-lock. It 
does this because macros often use Ctrl or Shift, etc., to execute the macro (if a macro types 
"okay" and is assigned to Shift+F5, you wouldn't want it to type "OKAY" just because your 
finger was still holding down the shift key when you executed the macro.) 
 
 
 



               The writer must be in block mode to change line position or number of captioning 
rows. Since I cannot change these settings in pass mode, I am not able to adjust my line position 
or number of rows during a commercial break without first going into pass mode and overriding 
any sponsor captions. Changing settings during pass mode was possible in (much) earlier 
versions of Eclipse. 

 
That's on the wishlist. I think you actually can change that information while in pass mode, but it 
might not change when you go back into block mode until after the next captioning line or 
something odd like that. Anyway, I'll look into it. Adjusting that will probably have to be part of 
the next development cycle. 
 
 
 

               We would like the ability to create an ASCII with no blank lines. Currently a blank line 
is created for every page break (26th line). 

 
There's a "no blank lines" option in the ASCII output. 
 
 
 

               We would like to create an ASCII with sentences wrapping to the length of the window 
size. Currently an ASCII turns each line into a fixed line, unnaturally breaking sentences. 

 
What exactly is the window size? Do you mean that you would prefer the ASCII to allow the 
paragraphs to word-wrap themselves? In that case, what you want is an ASCII that only has a 
hard return at the end of each paragraph. 
 
That's a bit of a sticky one, because the correct way to do that is to use File/Export/Raw text. 
However, with voicewriters, if you have a SpeechText.dix file (which you emphatically 
SHOULD have for use with the Analyze documents feature) then the raw text output will always 
create a speech analysis file with the punctuation and paragraphing replaced by voisteno, and 
now with all carriage returns removed. The only way around that right now is to copy the 
document to a separate user with a separate jobs folder that does not have a SpeechText.dix file 
in it. Perhaps I'll have to add another file format to the export list explicitly for the speech 
analysis so that voicewriters can more easily use the raw text export for generic ASCII. 
 
 
 

               Perhaps this feature is already available and I’ve missed it, but when writing a website 
name or Twitter hashtag, is there a syntax to turn on literal case, initial cap and glue, then a 



syntax to turn it off? Currently I use {GLUEON}{l1} and {l0}{GLUEOFF}, but I would like to 
add an initial cap to this syntax so that websites and hashtags are easier to read. 

 
Would they really be easier to read? I'm not so sure. Is "Www.eclipsecat.com" or 
"Eclipsecat.com" better than "www.eclipsecat.com" or "eclipsecat.com"? In any case, you can 
just add {|} to cap the next word. 
 
 
 

  

With the suggestions above, we’re also very eager to see the implementation of missing features 
that you’re already aware of, such as importing and exporting custom word lists, backing up and 
importing voice models, setting Dragon to dictation mode (although I did see an option for this 
in the Eclipse settings, so maybe that’s already implemented), and saving user files.  

 
That's already done. There's an update forthcoming with has all of those missing items. We're 
testing it now. 

 


